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Abstract. 

The purpose of this work is to develop a technique based on stochastic calculus for obtaining loss 
reserves of Mortgage Insurances. First, a discrete-time model is developed for describing 
delinquency of mortgage credits and it is related to a basic mortgage insurance product. The basic 
premise is to use the free-arbitrage theory, asset-liabilities matching principles and the application of 
the properties martingales stochastic processes to obtain results on expected values of future claims 
of simple Mortgage Insurance products.Second, a deep analysis is made to the Mortgage Insurance in 
Mexico regarding the statutory reserves and capital requirements. The current legislation is 
questioned and a contrast between life insurance and mortgage insurance actuarial principles is 
done.Third, the Black and Scholes method for valuing derivatives is applied to construct a 
continuous-time model named for the author as “three times model” to predict future loses in 
mortgage insurances. This is done by translating the model developed in discrete time by using 
stochastic calculus techniques based on the ones used by Black and Scholes, besides that, Ito 
processes are the building blocks of this part. The most relevant result is that this methodology 
outputs specific formulas for estimating claims reserves in mortgage insurances. Furthermore, the 
three times model permits solving some operational risks that are common in Mortgage Insurance 
companies, moreover, it permits the adjustment of claims estimation from a free-arbitrage and asset 
liability matching point of view. Fourth, a brief discussion is made to apply correlated Brownian 
motion to add volatility to the “three times model” by using stochastic calculus techniques, 
additionally, some metrics are introduced to asses these kind of impacts. 

Finally, the “three times model” is related to actuarial concepts such as premiums, reserves and 
capital to be applied to other lines of business. The results are applied to real data of a Mortgage 
Insurance portfolio and the results are interpreted. The results show a considerable release of the 
requirements made by the regulator. 
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I.  Binomial trees and credit risk in mortgage loans 

In this chapter, a basic example for modeling credit risk and a mortgage insurance function is 

presented.  A generalization of the model is done as well. 

a) Binomial trees and expected value. The simple case. Suppose a creditor with a N months 

term mortgage credit granted by a financial institution. That is, this creditor has to make N payments 

in order to settle the debt. Consider  � as a stochastic process representing the number of payments 

that have not been done by the creditor (delinquency) as of time t. In this work this process will be 

call as “delinquency index”: 

� = (��)�∈�															 = 
0,1,2,3,4…� − 1� 
Note that the value of this “delinquency index” can be negative, in such cases, � represents, in 

absolute value, the number of payments done by the creditor. Let´s assume �� be the probability that 

the creditor does not pay the corresponding mortgage payment for time  i. Moreover,  �(��) will be a 

function which depends on the “delinquency index” and its codomain will be the positive real 

numbers.  Additionally,  �(��) will be named as the “insurance function” �: � → ��. Now suppose 

that �� is a stochastic process representing a cash bond that we can buy or sell at time 0 for ��	and 

will represent the time-value of money, in this sense, � is the risk free rate and we assume that this 

rate is constant. 

�� = ��� �		!"#ℎ		�% = 1 

By using binomial trees, we will analyze the simplest scenario of the process  ��, that is, when 

� = 2. Look at the following tree: 
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Where u and d are real numbers that indicate the value of �& in the cases in which the creditor does 

not pay (defaults) or does pay the corresponding payment of his credit respectively. That is, if the 

creditor defaults, he will owe u payments of the credit, or he will owe d if he does pay. Now consider 

that function � , defined as above, represents the compensation paid by an insurance company due to 

the value of the “delinquency index” at time 1 as it is shown in the following figure. 

 

In this case, �(')  can be zero (0) or it can be a refund made by the insurance company. By using 

backwards induction, we can obtain the expected present value of the payments of the “insurance” or, 

in other words, the expected claims of the insurance company which issues the policy with the 

following formula: 

( = ()�(��)* = �+ )�� × �(-) + (1 − ��) × �(')*                      ( 1.1 ) 
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We can interpret this formula considering the Kolmogorov´s strong law of large numbers. According 

to that law, if the company has a portfolio of insurance policies sufficiently large, that company can 

expect a loss given by formula 1.1. 

b) Free arbitrage valuation and change of probability measure. There exists another way, 

based on the construction of replicating assets portfolios, for obtaining formula 1.1. That alternative 

is accepted in the valuation of derivatives financial instruments. Next, we explain this alternative and 

the meaning of that concept in further chapters. According to the binomial tree example shown in the 

previous chapter, let´s suppose that there is a financial asset which value depends on the 

“delinquency index” of a creditor  and that we will call it /(��) (Currently, there are in Mexico 

some assets that are correlated with a portfolio of mortgage loans. They are called, Mortgaged backed 

securities) /: � → �.  

Consider also, that the insurance company which issues the insurance policy that pays as a benefit 

�(��) wants to “match” or “hedge” its losses by replicating them by using a portfolio integrated by 0 

instruments of the asset / and 1 cash bonds � (defined according to the last chapter). In other words, 

the insurance company is willing to have a portfolio, that we call 2�, constructed in the following 

way: 

2� = 0/(��) + 1��          (1.2) 

According to the binomial tree example given above, the value of that portfolio 2�, schematically will 

be:  
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Because of the insurance company wishes to “replicate” its losses (�(-)  and �(')  ) with this 

portfolio, that company has to make it up with 0 and 1 satisfying the following equations: 

0/(-) + 1��� = �(-)				and					0/(') + 1��� = �(') 
If we solve this system of equations, we have: 

0 = 6(7)+6(8)9(7)+9(8)       and      1 = &:;<= >�(-) − ?6(7)+6(8)9(7)+9(8)@ /(-)A 
And by substituting 0 and 1  in equation 1.2, the value of the portfolio at time 0 is: 

2� = �+ BC/(0)� − /(')/(-) − /(') D�(-) + C/(-) − /(0)� /(-) − /(') D �(')E 
On the other hand, if:  

F� = 9(�):;+9(8)9(7)+9(8)       (1.3) 

We have: 

2� = �+ )F��(-) + (1 − F�)�(')*         (1.4) 

With these calculations we have found another expected present value of the losses of an insurance 

company through the use of a strategy of asset – liability matching that represents the loss of that 

company. Formula 1.4 is an alternative to formula 1.1. In the theory of valuation of financial 
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derivatives this procedure is known as “free arbitrage valuation”, nevertheless, in terms of insurance 

activities, these calculations allow to make adjustments to the expected claims by using a portfolio 

which permits to replicate future losses. We can say that  F  is a probability due to the value of the 

asset or security which depends of the “delinquency index” decrease if the index step up and the 

value grows up if the index falls, that is : 

0 < F < 1						 ⇔ 							/(-) < /(0)� < /(') 
c) Formalization of the binomial model. Now, we are going to generalize the example shown 

in the last section but first, it is necessary to define some concepts formally.  

1. Probability measure. The probabilities such as the ones shown in section a) will be referred as 

probabilities under measure ℙ  and they will be denoted at each time t by  �� . Besides that, the 

probabilities based on the construction of replicating portfolios will be referred as probabilities under 

the measure ℚ and they will be denoted by F� . For example, the probability calculated by using 

formula 1.3 is a probability under the measure ℚ. 

2. Filtration. A filtration F = (ℱ�)�M�,&,N,..  is a set of sigma algebras which contain the paths of a 

process in time. In this job, the concept of filtration is very important due to filtrations will represent 

the information of the “delinquency index” in time.  

3. Financial Claim. It is a function that is applied to a branch of a binomial tree. For example the 

function f(.) defined above, is a financial claim. 

4. Conditional expectation. The calculation of the conditional expectation is a method for adding 

information to the expected value of a stochastic process. The conditional expectation will be denoted 

by: 

Eℿ)��|ℱ�* 
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Where ℿ is a probability measure (can be ℙ o ℚ), ��  is the “delinquency index” and ℱ�   is the 

filtration of the index at time t. Alternatively, we can use the “insurance function”: 

ES = Eℿ)�(��)|ℱ�* 
5. Adaptive and previsible processes: A stochastic process  �� is adaptive if given the filtration 

ℱ� we can determine the value of ��. Moreover, a process is previsible if given the filtration ℱ� we 

can determine the value of ���&. That is, a stochastic process �� is adaptive if: 

 Eℿ)��|ℱ�* = ��  or previsible if:  Eℿ)��|ℱ�+&* = �� 

6. Martigale: An adaptive process ��  to the filtration ℱ� , is a martingale under the probability 

measure ℿ (ℿ-martingale). If: 

EℿT�U|ℱ�V = ��				W"				X ≥ " 
According to the example presented in the last section, the existence of the probability measure ℚ is 

equivalent to state that the present value of the asset that depends on the “delinquency index” /(��),  
is a martingale. This is true due to (using formula 1.4): 

F� = /(0)� − /(')/(-) − /(') 			⇔ 		 F�Z/(-) − /(')[ = /(0)� − /(') 
⇔ /(0) = 	F��+ /(-) + (1 − F�)�+ /(') = Eℚ)�+ /(��)|ℱ�* = ��/(0) 

The generalization of the binomial model will be done by using a binomial tree of two steps. First, 

consider the “delinquency index” stochastic process  � = ��  and we are going to analize its 

performance when N = 3 (t=0,1,2) under the probability measures ℙ and ℚ. 
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Notice that the outcomes are named according to the path followed by the process, for example, ud 

denotes the outcome when the process had an “up” in the first time and then a “down” in the second 

step. Something similar is applied to the probabilities according to the branch that we are analyzing. 

Let´s identify the filtration of this process. At time 0, the filtration will be: ℱ� = 
1�. At time 1, the 

filtration of the process is: ℱ& = 
1,2�			or			ℱ& = 
1,3�. At time 2, the filtration is: 

ℱN = 
1,2,4�			or		ℱN = 
1,2,5�			or		ℱN = 
1,3,6�			or			ℱN = 
1,3,7�.					 
Also, it is possible to assign a probability to each filtration: 

�
&� = 1; �
&,N� = ��; �
&,a� = 1 − ��;  �
&,N,b� = ���7; �
&,N,c� = ��(1 − �7); 

 �
&,a,d� = (1 − ��)�8 ; �
&,a,e� = (1 − ��)(1 − �8) 
If we apply the financial claim f(.) to each of the branches of the tree, and we call this financial claim 

“insurance function” which meaning is the payment that the insurance company has to make 

according to the level or value of the “delinquency index”, we have: 
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Similarly to the last section, we are going to calculate the expected present value of the possible 

losses of the insurance company which issues �(. ): 
a) At time 1 we have: 

Eℙ,
&,N� = �+ Eℙ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,2�* = �+ (�7�(--) + (1 − �7)�(-'))     (1.5) 

Eℙ,
&,a� = �+ Eℙ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,3�* = �+ (�8�('-) + (1 − �8)�(''))     (1.6) 

Where  Eℙ,
&,N� is the expected present value in the “node” given by the filtration 
1,2�, under the 

probability measure ℙ. The same for, Eℙ,
&,a�, it is the expected present value in the “node” given by 

the filtration 
1,3�. Additionally, at time 0, we can estimate the expected present value of the losses 

of the insurance company at time 1. 

 Eℙ,
&� = �+ Eℙ)�(�&)|ℱ� = 
1�* = �+ Z��Eℙ,
&,N� + (1 − ��)Eℙ,
&,a�[    (1.7) 

Now similarly as shown above, we are going to make a change in probability measure and find a 

replicating portfolio in order to get another way of expressing the expected present value of the 

losses: 
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a) Suppose that the insurance company wants to “hedge” its losses by investing in the following 

portfolio: 

2� = 0�/(���&) + 1��� 
Where /(��) is an asset or security which value depends on the “delinquency index” and �� is a 

cash bond that provides the risk free rate �. 

b) Portfolio 2� should replicate the losses of the insurance company, that is:  

0�/(���&|ℱ�) + 1���� = �(���&|ℱ�)       (1.8) 

Algebraically, we can obtain:   

0� = �(���&|ℱ��) − �(���&|ℱ�+)/(���&|ℱ��) − /(���&|ℱ�+) 
1� = 1� �� B�(���&|ℱ��) − C�(���&|ℱ��) − �(���&|ℱ�+)/(���&|ℱ��) − /(���&|ℱ�+)D/(���&|ℱ��)E 

Where  ℱ�� denotes the filtration at time t when in the last step of that filtration there was an increase 

in the “delinquency index”, on the other hand,  ℱ�+ represents the filtration at time t when in the last 

step of that filtration there was an decrease in the “delinquency index”. Substituting 0�	and 1� in 2� 
we obtain: 

2� = �+ )F��(���&|ℱ��) + (1 − F�)�(���&|ℱ�+)* 
With: 

F� = 9(gh):;+9(ghij|ℱhk)9Zghij|ℱhi[+9(ghij|ℱhk)     (1.9) 

As explained above 0 < F� < 1 becuse of /(���&|ℱ��&� ) < /(��)� < /(���&|ℱ��&+ ). 
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With these components, it is possible to make a change in probability measure from ℙ to ℚ. 

Formulas 1.5, 1.6 y 1.7 turn into: 

Eℚ,
&,N� = �+ ZEℚ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,2�*[ = �+ (F7�(--) + (1 − F7)�(-'))     (1.10) 

Eℚ,
&,a� = �+ ZEℚ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,3�*[ = �+ (F8�('-) + (1 − F8)�(''))     (1.11) 

Eℚ,
&� = �+ ZEℚ)�(�&)|ℱ� = 
1�*[ =
�+ ZF�Eℚ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,2�* + (1 − F�)Eℚ)�(�N)|ℱ& = 
1,3�*[    (1.12) 

With: 

F� = /(��)� − /(�&|ℱ�+)/(�&|ℱ��) − /(�&|ℱ�+) = /(0)� − /(')/(-) − /(')  

F7 = /(�&)� − /(�N|ℱ&+)/(�N|ℱ&�) − /(�N|ℱ&+) = /(-)� − /(-')/(--) − /(-')  

F8 = /(�&)� − /(�N|ℱ&+)/(�N|ℱ&�) − /(�N|ℱ&+) = /(')� − /('')/('-) − /('')  

We demonstrated in the single case example above, that the change in probability measure to ℚ 

implied that the present value of the asset that depends on the “delinquency index” is a martinagale. 

Now we are going to generalize that result in the following way: 

F� = /(��)� − /(���&|ℱ�+)/(���&|ℱ��) − /(���&|ℱ�+)		 
⇔ /(��) = 	F��+ /(���&|ℱ�+) + (1 − F�)�+ /(���&|ℱ�+) = Eℚ)�+ /(���&)|ℱ�*

= ��/(��) 
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This result is very important and will be used in the following chapters. With the concepts shown so 

far, it is possible explain how to calculate the expected present value of the losses of an insurance 

company for a binomial tree with more than three nodes. Nevertheless, the main goal of this work is 

to use models based on stochastic processes in continuous time using the principles shown above.  

II.  Continuous model 

Now, we are going to present the principles that will allow to model the concepts of “delinquency 

index” and the insurance function in a continuous time world. 

a) Probability space, ℱℱℱℱ medibles variables and minimum filtration. 

Subsequently, we are going to work in the probability space denoted by (Ω, ℱ, ℿ), where:	Ω =

m: all	the	elementary	events�; ℱ = 
/: / ⊂ Ω	possible	events�; 	ℿ = Probability	measure 

b) Brownian motion: 

Let´s consider the binomial tree shown in the las chapter with some modifications. Uno de los 

elementos más importantes para la construcción de los modelos que se mostrarán en este trabajo, es 

el movimiento browniano. If we take changes in time equal to  
&| where � is the term of the mortgage 

credit and suposse that the creditor can decrease or decrease its “delinquency index” } = ~&| with 

probability � = &N. 
Let´s �� be a random variable: 

�� = � 1						!"#ℎ	���101"�"#�	� = 12−1	!"#ℎ	���101"�"#�	1 − � = 12			 
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So, the “delinquency index” at time t can be written as: 

�� = �&}+ �N}+ �a} +⋯+ ��} = �&�1� + �N�1� + �a�1� +⋯+ ���1� 

According to the central limit theorem: �� → �(0, #) 
c) Itô´s integral, Itô´s processes and difusions: 

An integral in the form of �� = � �7'�7��  with �7 a brownian motion or Wiener process is known as 

Itô´s integral. An important property of these kind of integrals is that they are martingales. Besides, 

� is an Itô process if: 

�� = �� + � ��'���� + � ��'W�%     (2.1) 

Where:	�� = is a stochastic process which represents the “volatility” of the changes in �, �� = is a 

stochastic process which represents the “direction” of the changes in �  it is call as “drift” 

Additionally, an Itô process can be written as: 

'�� = ��'�� + ��'# 
It is important to say that an Itô process will be a martingale if ��	is equal to zero. Moreover, 

diffusion processes are a special case of Itô processes in which the volatility and drift are a function 

of the time and of the process itself: 

'�� = �(#,��)'�� + �(#,��)'# 
This form of the equation is called stochastic differential equation (SDE). The most important 

property of the diffusions used in this work the markovian property, that is, if for any function �:  
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(ℙ)�(��)|ℱ�* = (ℙ)�(��)|��*			W"		# > W 

The most common stochastic differential equations used are the “Homogeneous Brownian Motion” 

which is expressed as: 

'�� = �'�� + �'# 
Where �  and � are constants. Another important process is the so called “Geometric Brownian 

Motion”. This SDE is also known as “Lognormal Model” or “Black and Scholes Model”. The 

expression of this diffusion is: 

'���� = �'�� + �'# 
We can solve this stochatic differencial equation by applying Itô´s lemma (shown below): 

�� = ��=��Z�h+�h=[�?�+&N��@(�+�=) 
This model is the building block for the formulas developed further. 

d) Itô´s lemma 

Itô´s lemma is the basic tool of stochastic calculus used in this work. Let´s �� be a Itô´s process and 

f(x) a deterministic twice continuously differentiable function, then: 

�(��) − �(��) = ��´(��)'��
�

� + 12��´´(��)('��)N�
�  

The differential form of Itô´s lemma is: 

�(��) = �´(��)'�� + 12�´´(��)('��)N 
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III.  Mortgage Insurance 

We have shown so far the basic principles that will allow us to construct the most important models 

in this work. Now we are going to explain how mortgage insurance products function in Mexico. 

Formally, Mortgage Insurance in Mexico started in November 30, 2006 when the regulator enacted 

the “Rules for Mortgages Insurances”.  

a) Definition: The “Rules for Mortgage Insurances” define this product by referring the General 

law for insurances in Mexico (Ley general de instituciones y Sociedades Mutualistas de Seguros) as 

follow (translated from the law):  

“XI Bis.- For mortgage insurance line of business, the payment due to the delinquency of the 

creditors of mortgage credits granted by financial institutions or by entities specialized in 

mortgages”. 

 Now, my definition: Mortgage insurance is a financial tool for transferring credit risk (default or 

delinquency) of a mortgage credit from a financial institution to an insurance company. The financial 

institution has to pay a “premium” and the insurance company will pay a percentage of the 

outstanding balance of the loan plus interests if default exists. 

In other words, the difference between mortgage insurances and other insurances products related to 

credits is that mortgage insurance will pay the benefit only when the creditor fails in their payments 

and the financial institution takes over or recover the underlying house for that loan, that is, the 

“collateral”. One important feature of mortgage insurance is that it covers just a limited percentage of 

the outstanding balance plus interest, in the case of Mexican regulation, this percentage is 30%, if a 

company is willing to cover a greater percentage it will require to “reinsure” the other portion. 
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Another characteristic to be taken into account is that this insurance permits the policyholder, in this 

case the financial institution which granted the credit, to reduce reserves for the insured loan. 

b) Reserves:  The “Rules for mortgage insurances” establish that Mortgage insurance 

Companies should constitute the following reserves: Premium reserves (for risks in force), Claims 

reserves (mainly outstanding reserves) and in this case a catastrophic reserve is also required. Let´s 

take a look at them.  

PREMIUM RESERVES (MATHEMATICAL RESERVE FOR RISKS IN FORCE) 

In concept, premium reserves are the actuarial present value of the future claims less actuarial present 

value of future premiums, if we refer to a prospective method. Nevertheless, mortgage insurances 

shown a drawback considering premium reserves. As the way of payment of this kind of products is a 

level monthly premium, some problems appear in the calculation of actuarial present value of claims. 

Please, look at the following figures:  

 

As you can see, the graphs on the left represent, above, the probability of death and below the 

performance of premium reserves in life insurance, it is common to identify “parabolas” in life 
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insurance reserving. Nonetheless, the graphs on the right represent first, the “delinquency 

probability” above and the performance of the reserve below. Notice that, the probability of 

“delinquency” increases in the first part of a credit, because some adjustments can happen in the life 

of the creditor related to his economic condition. Moreover, in the final part of the credit, that 

probability decreases due to there can be less reasons for a creditor for not paying the mortgage 

because of more stability in his economic situation. Consequently, that produces that the reserve for 

mortgage insurances presents some periods in which a negative amount is required. That is a 

problem, but with the tools shown further, a solution can be found. 

 CLAIMS RESEVES (OUTSTANDING RESRVES) 

The rules cited, give the methodology for claims reserves. This method consists in reserving a portion 

of the benefit insured according to the “delinquency index” and the following table: 

 

This reserve can be explain by using the concepts shown in the last chapter, in terms of expected 

value, filtration and markovian properties. That is, if we denote this reserve at time t as ��2�,	� the 

random variable representing the losses, and ℱ�  the filtration of the “delinquency index” we can 

write:  

��2� = �(ℱ�) = ()�|ℱ�* 
As in this reserve just the final value of the filtration is important, we can say that this reserve is a 

markovian one. This is not a problem, on the contrary, this will ease some concepts shown below. 

Delinquency index (months) Benefit percentage

1 1.5
2 6.5
3 17.5
4 50
5 80
6 100
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CATASTROPHIC RESERVES AND CAPITAL 

As catastrophic reserves and capital can be seen as deviations of the expected value of claims, we can 

explain them together. In Mexico, catastrophic reserves are constituted by taking the 50% of the risk 

premium plus the accumulated interests of the amount of the reserve. Capital requirement is 

calculated by applying some percentages to the outstanding balance of the insurance credit depending 

on, and this is important, the age of the credit and the “loan to value” ratio. Capital requirement 

represent 7% of the outstanding balance approximately. 

 

IV.  Basic model for the estimation of future claims based on the Black and Scholes 
model. “Three times model”. 

The concepts shown so far are used to construct a continous-time model for estimating losses in 

Mortgage insurances products. I called this method the “Three times model”. 

Consider (Ω, �, ℙ)  be a probability space with a brownian motion � = (��)���  and a filtration 

(ℱ�)��� , ℱ� = �(��, W ≤ #), and let´s  �� be the “delinquency index” which we assume it can be 

modeled as a geometric brownian motion, that is: 

8ghgh = �'�� + �'#					 ⇔ 							�� = ��=��Z�h+�h=[�?�+j���@(�+�=)    (4.1) 

(ℙT��|��=V = ��=��(�+�=) 
Additionally, consider �� as the stochastic process representing the cash bond that “pays” the risk 

free rate, that is:  

8<h<h = �'#		 ⇔ 	�� = ��=� (�+�=)		 (4.2) 
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As we saw in chapter I, we need an asset that depends on the “delinquency index”. Let´s denote that 

security as /(��) and we will suppose that it is “linearly proportional” to the index, that is: 

/(��) = 	/� ×�� 
Moreover,  � = (��)��� will be the stochastic process representing the present value of /�: 

�� = ��+&/(��) = ��+&/��� 
Applying Itô´s lemma to  ��, we obtain the following SDE: 

8�h�h = �'�� + (� − �)'#   (4.3) 

A very important result shown in chapter I, was that when we made the change in probability 

measure as a result of the construction of a replicating portfolio of the losses of a company, it had the 

implication that the present value of the asset which depends on the delinquency index was a 

martingale. Consequently, we are going to make a change in probability on the process ��, but in 

such a way that �� 	 be a martingale. That is, we are going to look for a probability measure ℚ 

(equivalent to ℙ) in order to  �� be a martingale.  

According to Cameron – Martin - Girsanov theorem for each probability measure equivalent to ℙ 

that we call ℚ, and if we have a previsible process � = 	 (��), then:  

��  = �� + � ¡�'W��       is also ℚ  Brownian motion with  '��  = '�� + ¡�'# 
By substituting '�� in 4.3 we have: 

'���� = �'�¢� + (� − � − ¡��)'# 
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In order to  �� be a martingale we need (� − � − ¡��) = 0 because the drift equals 0 (see chapter I). 

So, note that by solving that equation we get the “Fischer index”: 

¡� = (�+ )�    (4.4) 

And now, �� 	 is a martingale: 

8�h�h = �'�¢�   (4.5) 

By combining the elements shown so far we can obtain a expression for the delinquency index under 

the probability measure ℚ: 

'���� = �'��  + �'#					 
As you can see, under the probability mesure ℚ, the drift of the “delinquency index” is the risk-free 

rate. Also note that we do not need information of /(��). By solving this SDE, we can have 

forecasts of the “delinquency index” 

�� = ��=��Z�¢h+�¢h=[�? +j���@(�+�=)        (4.6) 

Now, we are going to estimate the future losses of a mortgage insurance product which pays  �(	): 
��2� = (ℚT��+�+& �(	)|ℱ�=V                (4.7): 

Where: ��2� = Future losses at time # taking into account information of the delinquency index at 

time #� through filtration ℱ�= . ��= Is a risk-free cash bond. �(	) = Is the financial claim function 

which represents the amount paid by the insurance company. 	 = Is the random variable representing 

the time to paying the benefit or sum insured. Remember that mortgage insurance pays the claims 
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when the house is taken over, consequently, additional to the time of valuation, that is #, we need to 

take into account another  random variable denoted by “-”  representing the time to “recover” the 

house, in this sense: 	 = # + -. 

In other words, the expected losses will be calculated by applying the conditional expectation under 

the probability measure ℚ to the payments of the company due to claims at time 	  when the 

“delinquency index” reaches ��, given the information contained in the filtration ℱ�=  with #� < #, 
then, we take the present value by using ��.  
Please note that we have 3 times in equation 4.7: 	, #	 y #�. These times were defined to try to solve 

two operational problems in mortgage insurances. First the period to recover a house is not certain, it 

can take even more than a year, so we use the random variable, -, so 	 = # + -. On the other hand, 

the financial institutions which contract the product have delays in delivering the information of the 

“delinquency index”, that is, at least there is one month between the time of evaluation and the time 

of reporting, that is the reason of the use of #�. For that reason, we are going to forecast the future 

losses at time # , with the information given by the financial institution at time #�  which is 

incorporated through filtration ℱ�=. It is clear that: #� < # < 	. Additionally, we suppose that  #� is 

independent of # (delays in information are not related with the time of valuation). Let´s develop 

equation  (4.7).  

Consider �(	), the function representing the payment made by the insurance company. It will be 

defined as a percentage of the outstanding balance at time of recovering the house if the “delinquency 

index” is greater than 6. That is: 

�(	) = £%2�1 × ¥��							W"	�� ≥ 6ó0		W"	�� < 0		 = %2�1 × ¥�� × �gh�d 
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%2�1 = Is the percentage of the covered outstanding balance.  ¥�� = Is the outstanding balance of 

the mortgage loan at time 	. �§ = Is an indicative random variable: 

�§ = ¨ 1				"�	�©�ª#	(	�««-�W0		"�	�©�ª		(	'��W	ª�#	�««-� 

Then, we have: 

��2� = (ℚT��+�+& �(	)|ℱ�=V = (ℚT��+�+& ×%2�1 × ¥�� × �gh�d|ℱ�=V 
As we supposed above  �� is a geometric brownian motion model, so it is a diffusion, and it has the 

markovian property. Consequently we can write, and organize some terms: 

��2� = (ℚT��+�+& ×%2�1 × ¥�� × �gh�d|ℱ�=V = (ℚT��+�+& ×%2�1 × ¥�� × �gh�d|��=V    (4.8) 

��2� = %2�1 × (ℚT��+�+& × ¥��|��=V × (ℚT�gh�d|��=V 
= %2�1 × (ℚ)��+�+& × ¥��* × ℚT�� ≥ 6|��=V  (4.9) 

As �� 	 a geometric Brownian motion: 

�� = ��=��Z�¢h+�¢h=[�? +j���@(�+�=) = ��=��¬�+�=×�? +j���@(�+�=)        with  ®~�(0,1) 
�� ≥ 6 ⇔ ln 	�� = ln��= + �¬# − #� × ® + °� − 12�N± (# − #�) ≥ ln 6 

² = −® ≤ ³´µh=¶ �? +j���@(�+�=)�¬�+�=  con ²~�(0,1) 
Taking Black y Scholes notation: 
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'N = ln��=6 + ?� − 12�N@ (# − #�)�¬# − #�  

Formula 4.9 turns into: 

��2� = %2�1 × (ℚ)��+�+& × ¥��* × ℚT² ≤ 'N|��=V = %2�1 × (ℚ)�7+& × ¥���7* × ·('N)     (4.10) 

As you can see we have found a formula to estimate losses in mortgage insurance if we know just a 

value of the “delinquency index”, a risk-free rate, the percentage covered by the insurance product 

and the distribution of -. We can write the former equation as: 

��2� = %2�1 × ?� �+ 7¸+�� ¥���7�(-)'-@ × ·('N)  (4.11) 

Where: �(-) = Is the density probability function of -.  ª = Is the loan term. 

¥���7= Is the outstanding balance at time t plus interest at the rate « : 

¥���7 = ¥�� × (1 + #«)7 

We can simplify this calculation by considering - as a constant: 

��2� = %2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × ·('N)  (4.12) 

As this formula was developed under the probability measure ℚ, there is a replicating portfolio �� 
which matches the future losses, that is 

�� = ¹�/(��) + º��� =	¹�/��� +º���  (4.13) 

'�� = ¹�/�'�� + º�'��  (4.14) 

Let´s  �� be the process representing the present value of the protfolio:  
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�� = ��+&�� = ¹��� + º�      (4.15) 

If we take the following equation and applying Itô´s lemma in its general form: 

��2� = ℎ(#, �) = (ℚT��+�+& ×%2�1 × ¥���7 × �gh�d|��= = �V 
¹�/� = ''�� (%2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × ·('N)) = %2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × ''�� (Φ('N))

= %2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × 1√2¼ �+8��N  

º�  can be obtained from 4.15. As you can notice, in this chapter we have found a method for 

estimating losses in mortgage insurance products and a replicating portfolio to match them. 

V. Model for estimating losses in mortgage insurance products by using correlated 

brownian motion. 

In this chapter a way to use mutidimensional brownian motion spaces will be shown. The idea is to 

incorporate an adjustment to the “delinquency index” in order to reflect improvements in that index. 

Suppose (Ω, �, ℙ) is a probability space with two correlated brownian motions � = (��&,��N)��� 

and the natural filtration ℱ� = �(��&,��N, W ≤ #) with: 

'���'��U = ¨ '#			W"	" = X½'#				W"	" ≠ X	 
Let´s define the process “Total delinquency index” as �	� with: 

�	� = ��&��N 

Where ��&  is the “delinquency index” and ��N  is a process that “improves” or deiminish ��&  . 

Consider that  ��& y ��N are geometric brownian motions, that is: 
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8ghjghj = �&'��& + �&'#  and  
8gh�gh� = �N'��N + �N'# 

By using the integration by parts lemma it can be demonstrated that: 

'�	��	� = �&'��& + �N'��N + (�& + �N + �&�N½)'# 
Consider the total volatility ¿ = ¬�&N + �NN   and the process   �� = � �jÀ '��&�� + � ��À '��N�� , then: 

'�	��	� = ¿'�� + (�& + �N + �&�N½)'# 
 Now, it is possible to use the concepts shown so far to estimate future losses. In this sense we have 

that under the probability measure  ℚ.: 

��2� = %2�1 × (ℚ)�7+& × ¥���7* × ·('N) 
'N = ln�	�=6 + ?� − 12¿N@ (# − #�)¿¬# − #�  

Please, note that it is not necessary to know the drift of the processes nor even the exact correlations 

of the brownian motions. In order to interpret the affectation of ��N	to ��& it can be proved that 'N 

decreases as �Nincreases for delinquent credits, so if we increase the volatility of ��N we are going to 

improve the “delinquency index”. 

As we are working under the probability measure ℚ,	 we	 are	 able	 to	 find	 the	 expressions	 for	 the	
replicating	portfolio: 

�� = ¹�/(��) + º��� =	¹�/��� + º��� 
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¹�/� = ''�� (%2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × ·('N)) = %2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × ''��= (Φ('N))
= %2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7 × 1√2¼ �+8��N  

º� = �� − ¹��� 
VI.  Three times model applied to Actuarial Mathematics. 

Next we are going to propose some formulas briefly for capital and pricing of insurances: 

a) Capital. If we use the concepts of chapter IV, we can prove that the second moment of the 

losses for an insurance company is: 

(ℚT(��+�+& �(	))N|ℱ�=V = (%2�1 × �+ 7 × ¥���7)N × ·('N) 
So the variance can be calculated as: 

Æ0�� = (ℚT(��+�+& �(	))N|ℱ�=V − (��2�)N  (6.1) 

Now, consider a portfolio of n policies, and let ¥¸(#) be the sum of the claims of the insurance 

company, and if we apply the central limit theorem: 

¥¸(#) = ∑ ¥ÈȨ̀M&       then        ¥¸(#) → �(ª((¥È), ª©0�(¥È))   if  ª → ∞ 

Now, suppose we want to consider the capital as the amount 2�  which exceeds the losses with 

probability � then we have: 

�)¥¸(#) ≤ 2�* = �,  � ÊËÌ(�)+¸×ÍÎÏh¬¸×Ð� h ≤ Ïh+¸×ÍÎÏh¬¸×Ð� h Ñ = � , 
Ïh+¸×ÍÎÏh¬¸×Ð� h = ·+&(�) 

Then the capital will be: 
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2� = ·+&(�) × ¬ª × Æ0�� + ª × ��2� 
For example if � = 99.5%, then.     2� = 2.58 × ¬ª × Æ0�� + ª × ��2� 
b) Pricing. We can proceed by using the concepts of chapter IV as follows and to define a 

formula for a creditor to be delinquent: 

FÔ = ℚ)�Ô ≥ 6|�Ô+& < 6* = ·('N) andFÔ = 1	W"	�Ô+& ≥ 6 

Additionally, the survival distribution of can be defined  as: 

�Ô(#) = (�Ô)(�Ô�&)(�Ô�N)… (�Ô��+&) with�Ô = 1 − FÔ 

Then the Single Premium /Ôof a Mortgage insurance product will be: 

/Ô = Õ©È�&¸+&
ÈM� (¥/È�7)�Ô(Ö)FÔ�È 

And the level premium will be (monthly one): 

�Ô = 9×�Ø×  with0ØÔ = ∑ �Ô(Ö)¸+&ÙM�  

And the mathematical reserve is: 

Æ� = /Ô(#) − 0ØÔ(ª − #)�Ô 

The problem with these formulas is that some simulation techniques have to be used to estimate the 

parameters of the geometric Brownian motion of the portfolio. 

VII.  Some numbers. 
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a) Future losses or ÚÛÜÝ. The concepts shown so far were applied to a real mortgage insurance 

portfolio of 30.454 insurance policies. 32 periods of historic information were used and a “1” was 

added to the delinquency index to avoid zeros in denominators. For each insured credit the �Þ�N and �̂� 
parameters of the geometric Brownian motion were estimated by using the following formulas: 

�Þ�N = ∑ ?ghà+ghàkj@�áààâj∑ ghà� (�à+�àkj)áàâj  and	�̂� = &|à∑ ghà+ghàkjghàkj
|à�M&  

The results of the future losses were: 

Regulator 3 times model 
CORRELATED BROWNIAN MOTION Var of ��N 

Var 5% Var 25% Var 50%  Var 75% Var 100% 

1,167.12 785.45 740.39 623.52 533.10 467.29 415.23 

Figures in million pesos 

The improvements in the losses made by the application of ��N are 

IMPROVEMENTS IN FUTURE LOSSES DUE TO ��N 

Var 5% Var 25% Var 50% Var 75% Var 100% 

6% 21% 32% 41% 47% 

 

b) Pricing: By using simulation techniques we estimated the future “delinquency index” of the 

portfolio mentioned above, and the parameters of a geometric Brownian motion were calculated: 

�Þ�N = ∑ ?ghà+ghàkj@�áààâj∑ ghà� (�à+�àkj)áàâj = 0.30%		and�̂� = &|à∑ ghà+ghàkjghàkj
|à�M& = 0.13% 
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We used the following assumptions for pricing: ©È�& =	 &&�� with " = 5% ,	%2�1 = 20%, 25% y 

30%	� = risk free rate;  � = 4.5%  #« = 12% ; - = 10 months.	ª = credit term; ª = 240. 

 

Conclusions: 

As shown, some techniques of stochastic calculus can be applied in the estimation of losses for 

mortgage insurances. Nevertheless, special attention must be paid in the assumptions of “normality” 

that the models based on the Black and Scholes methodology imply. In the numerical results we can 

show that it is possible to have shorter reserves requirements.  

A very important result of this work is that the 3 times model allows to remove the markovian 

approach of the current regulatory requirements in Mexico. Besides, it can be used to solve some 

operational problems. The application of other topics of actuarial mathematics can be explored in 

further research. This kind of models can be used to take into account the statistical information of 

claims of each policy for reserves calculation and can be used also to construct underwriting tools 

based on statistical data. 
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